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reveals the intriguing suspenseful true story behind the globe spanning battle of wills between the us
and the soviet union after the fall of nazi germany contributions by thomas j cobb donna a gessell
helena goscilo cyndy hendershot christian jimenez david larocca lori maguire tatiana prorokova
konrad ian scott vesta silva lucian tion dan ward and jon wiebel in recent years hollywood cinema has
forwarded a growing number of images of the cold war and entertained a return to memories of
conflicts between the ussr and the us russians and americans and communism and capitalism cold
war ii hollywood s renewed obsession with russia explores the reasons for this sudden reestablished
interest in the cold war essayists examine such films as guy ritchie s the man from u n c l e steven
spielberg s bridge of spies ethan coen and joel coen s hail caesar david leitch s atomic blonde
guillermo del toro s the shape of water ryan coogler s black panther and francis lawrence s red
sparrow among others as well as such television shows as comrade detective and the americans
contributors to this collection interrogate the revival of the cold war movie genre from multiple angles
and examine the issues of patriotism national identity otherness gender and corruption they consider
cinematic aesthetics and the ethics of these representations they reveal how cold war imagery
shapes audiences understanding of the period in general and of the relationship between the us and
russia in particular the authors complicate traditional definitions of the cold war film and invite
readers to discover a new phase in the cold war movie genre cold war ii describes the important world
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national and cultural developments of the decade 1970 1979 the new fourth ebook edition of
technology war and independence is book 3 of the best selling oxford ks3 history by aaron wilkes
series it covers twentieth century history including the suffragettes first and second world wars
democracy and dictatorship the cold war the end of the british empire migration changes in medicine
and public health and globalization this e textbook introduces the history content and skills needed to
support a coherent knowledge rich curriculum prepares students for success in key stage 3 history
and builds solid foundations for gcse study carefully designed content and assessments support
student progression throughout the textbook series historical sources and interpretations are
presented with clear provenances over to you activities for every lesson check students knowledge
and understanding and are ramped in difficulty to build confidence step by step guidance on key
history skills provides scaffolding to introduce students to the skills needed for further study literacy
focus feature helps improve students essay writing skills and grammar complete assessment support
including quick knowledge quizzes and exam style assessments this book retains aaron wilkes unique
and engaging style shown in recent research to inspire and motivate young historians technology war
and independence kerboodle lessons resources assessment offers a digital subscription packed full of
customisable interactives worksheets animations and automarked assessments written to match the
new 2014 national curriculum with expert support from experienced head of history aaron wilkes the
third editions of this well loved series will hook your students interest in ks3 history whilst helping
them prepare for gcse technology war and independence 1901 present day is the fourth of four new
third editions and covers the twentieth century including the great war britain between the wars the
second world war post war britain the end of the british empire global issues and change over time
this collection of essays reflects the proceedings of a 1991 conference on the united states air force
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aerospace challenges and missions in the 1990s sponsored by the usaf and tufts university the 20
contributors comment on the pivotal role of airpower in the war with iraq and address issues and
choices facing the usaf such as the factors that are reshaping strategies and missions the future role
and structure of airpower as an element of us power projection and the aerospace industry s views on
what the air force of the future will set as its acquisition priorities and strategies the authors agree
that aerospace forces will be an essential and formidable tool in us security policies into the next
century the contributors include academics high level military leaders government officials journalists
and top executives from aerospace and defense contractors praise for the print edition entries are
well written an excellent addition this study places the right stuff in the historical context of the
political history of the space race it explores director philip kaufman s subversive adventurism his
mastery of cinematic form and the way in which the film combines the mythology of the western with
counter cultural concerns the author of culloden explores scotland s history during the cold war
between the end of the second world war and the collapse of communism confrontation with the
soviet union was an everyday reality as part of nato s response scotland played a key role in the
alliance s forward maritime defense strategy aimed at containing the soviet threat from naval and air
forces during this period 10 percent of the uk s naval and air forces were based in scotland and there
was a substantial u s presence as well as top secret satellite and command stations in facing the bear
trevor royle paints a fascinating portrait of this extraordinary period examining not just the wider
military and political contexts but also showing how the defense industry brought huge economic
benefits how cnd maintained a high profile presence and how anti nuclear sentiments underpinned
much of the left s thinking in scotland and contributed to the hegemony enjoyed by the labour party
in scotland during the cold war praise for facing the bear engrossing like a military commander at the
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top of his game royle marshals his material to maximum effect to show how scotland has been
shaped by and also helped shape the cold war he ranges far and wide and has that rare talent to
marry the local with the geopolitical but this is not simply a story of military hardware and
confrontation royle is very interesting on how the cold war influenced our cultural life from the novel
to poetry and the protest song barclay mcbain the herald uk this ten volume encyclopedia explores
the social history of 20th century america in rich authoritative detail decade by decade through the
eyes of its everyday citizens social history of the united states is a cornerstone reference that tells the
story of 20th century america examining the interplay of policies events and everyday life in each
decade of the 1900s with unmatched authority clarity and insight spanning ten volumes and featuring
the work of some of the foremost social historians working today social history of the united states
bridges the gap between 20th century history as it played out on the grand stage and history as it
affected and was affected by citizens at the grassroots level covering each decade in a separate
volume this exhaustive work draws on the most compelling scholarship to identify important themes
and institutions explore daily life and working conditions across the economic spectrum and examine
all aspects of the american experience from a citizen s eye view casting the spotlight on those whom
history often leaves in the dark social history of the united states is an essential addition to any
library collection in this new and much expanded edition of his classic study john vasquez examines
the power of the power politics perspective to dominate inquiry and evaluates its ability to provide
accurate explanations of the fundamental forces underlying world politics this collection of essays by
indonesian and foreign contributors offers new and highly original analyses of the mass violence in
indonesia which began in 1965 and its aftermath fifty years on from one the largest genocides of the
twentieth century they probe the causes dynamics and legacies of this violence through the use of a
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wide range of sources and different scholarly lenses chapter 12 of this book is available open access
under a cc by 4 0 license at link springer com with a framework based on interests interactions and
institutions world politics gives students the tools to understand international relations in the
thoroughly updated fourth edition new controversy units provide models for applying the concepts in
each chapter to real world issues and events new inquizitive activities created and tested by
instructors who teach with world politics then invite students to practice applying the analytical tools
from the text to alternative examples and cases why are there wars why do countries struggle to
cooperate to prevent genocides or to protect the environment why are some countries rich while
others are poor organised around the puzzles that draw scholars and students alike to the study of
international relations world politics gives students the tools they need to think analytically about the
field s most compelling questions first published in 1976 george h nash s celebrated history of the
postwar conservative intellectual movement has become the unquestioned standard in the field this
new edition published in commemoration of the book s thirtieth anniversary includes a new preface
and conclusion by the author and will continue to instruct anyone interested in how today s
conservative movement was born this acclaimed book examines germany s external relations with
four former enemies france israel poland and the czech republic as it achieved international
rehabilitation after the holocaust blending and balancing moral imperatives with pragmatic interests
germany emerges as a model for how the bitterest of enemies can reconcile crimes by the capitalist
state systematically examines a broad spectrum of state criminality including state terrorism torture
and murder drug smuggling and arms trafficking espionage and surveillance and violations of
internationally established human rights while exploring crimes by the state from both a national and
international perspective this book also reflects the latest scholarship in comparative political and
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social science especially as these relate to current developments in the political economy the study of
crimes by the powerful and theories on state and social control this book stresses the importance of
studying crimes by the state as a prerequisite for peacemaking worldwide for example state crimes
such as the iran contra affair or the apartheid policies of south africa should become the subject
matter of criminologists and lay persons alike the collective evidence gathered here demonstrates
that state criminality is primarily an organizational and structural phenomenon and only secondarily
an individual phenomenon whether committed for ideological reasons or for personal profit blessed by
a booming economy the united states experienced the benefits of technology in the 1950s with
television and the automobile transforming the way people lived and the space race offering new
challenges at the same time the nation faced domestic divisions and international crises that would
have far reaching historical and political consequences the 1950s evoke images of prosperity
suburbia a smiling president eisenhower cars with elaborate tail fins elvis presley marilyn monroe and
the golden age of television seemingly a simpler time in which the idealized family life of situation
comedies had at least some basis in reality a closer examination however recalls more threatening
images the hysteria of mccarthyism the shadow of the atomic bomb war in korea the soviet threat
manifested in the launch of sputnik and the bombast of nikita khrushchev and a clash over the
integration of public buses in montgomery alabama and a high school in little rock arkansas andrew j
dunar successfully shows how the issues confronting america in the late twentieth century have roots
in the fifties some apparent at the time others only in retrospect civil rights environmentalism the
counterculture and movements on behalf of women latinos and native americans the rise of the beats
the continuing development of jazz the emergence of rock n roll and the art of jackson pollock reveal
the decade to be less conformist than commonly portrayed while the cold war rivalry with the soviet
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union generated the most concern dunar skillfully illustrates how the rise of nasser in egypt castro in
cuba and communist regimes in north korea vietnam and china signaled new regional challenges to
american power this book will be ideal for instructors of american history survey courses at the high
school and undergraduate levels uses statistical tables charts photographs maps and illustrations to
explore everyday life in the united states during the cold war period this is a book on how to think
strategically about foreign policy focusing on american foreign policy this book discusses the national
interest as a concept in strategic logic and describes how to select objectives that will take advantage
of opportunities to promote interests while protecting them against threats it also discusses national
power and influence as well as the political informational economic and military instruments of state
power based on a graphic model that illustrates strategic logic the book uses examples from recent
american statecraft it ends with an extended critique of american foreign policy and a detailed outline
of an alternative strategy that is better suited to the problems of the 21st century finalist for the 2009
national book critics circle award in criticism from agee to astaire steinbeck to ellington the creative
energies of the depression against a backdrop of poverty and economic disaster only yesterday the
great depression seemed like a bad memory receding into the hazy distance with little relevance to
our own flush times economists assured us that the calamities that befell our grandparents could not
happen again yet the recent economic meltdown has once again riveted the world s attention on the
1930s now in this timely and long awaited cultural history morris dickstein whom norman mailer
called one of our best and most distinguished critics of american literature explores the anxiety and
hope the despair and surprising optimism of a traumatized nation dickstein s fascination springs from
his own childhood from a father who feared a pink slip every friday and from his own love of the more
exuberant side of the era zany screwball comedies witty musicals and the lubricious choreography of
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busby berkeley whether analyzing the influence of film design literature theater or music dickstein
lyrically demonstrates how the arts were then so integral to the fabric of american society while any
lover of american literature knows fitzgerald and steinbeck dickstein also reclaims the lives of other
novelists whose work offers enduring insights nathanael west saw los angeles as a vast dream dump
a sargasso sea of tawdry longing that exposed the pinched and disappointed lives of ordinary people
while erskine caldwell his books tobacco road and god s little acre festooned with lurid covers
provided the most graphic portrayal of rural destitution in the 1930s dickstein also immerses us in the
visions of zora neale hurston and henry roth only later recognized for their literary masterpieces just
as dickstein radically transforms our understanding of depression literature he explodes the prevailing
myths that 1930s musicals and movies were merely escapist whether describing the undertone of
sadness that lurks just below the surface of cole porter s bubbly world or stressing the darker side of
capra s wildly popular films he shows how they delivered a catharsis of pain and an evangel of hope
dickstein suggests that the tragic and comic worlds of broadway and hollywood preserved a radiance
and energy that became a bastion against social suffering dancing in the dark describes how fdr s
administration recognized the critical role that the arts could play in enabling the helpless to become
hopeful the victims to become agents along with the wpa the photography unit of the fsa represented
a historic partnership between government and art and the photographers among them walker evans
and dorothea lange created the defining look of the period the symbolic end to this cultural flowering
came finally with the new york world s fair of 1939 40 a collective event that presented a vision of the
future as a utopia of streamlined modernity and at long last consumer abundance retrieving the
stories of an entire generation of performers and writers dancing in the dark shows how a rich
panoramic culture both exposed and helped alleviate the national trauma this luminous work is a
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monumental study of one of america s most remarkable artistic periods between two fires is about
the transnational movement of poetry during the cold war beginning in the 1950s it examines
transnational engagements across the iron curtain reassessing us poetry through a consideration of
overlooked radical poets of the mid century and then asking what such transactions tell us about the
way that anglophone culture absorbed new models during this period the cold war synchronized
culture across the globe leading to similar themes forms and critical maneuvers poetry a discourse
routinely figured as distant from political concerns was profoundly affected by the ideological
pressures of the period but beyond such mirroring there were many movements across the iron
curtain despite the barriers of cultural and language difference state security surveillance spies
traitors and translators justin quinn shows how such factors are integral to transnational cultural
movements during this period and have influenced even postwar anglophone poetry that is
thematically distant from the cold war for the purposes of the study czech poetry its writers its
translators its critics stands on the other side of the iron curtain as receptor and which has been
overlooked part creator of the anglophone tradition in this period by stepping outside the frameworks
by which anglophone poetry is usually considered we see figures such as robert lowell derek walcott
allen ginsberg and seamus heaney in a new way with respect to the ideological mechanisms that
were at work behind the promotion of the aesthetic as a category independent of political
considerations foremost among these postcolonial theory professors students and anyone who loves
to read will want this fascinating and attractive volume beginning with great works from antiquity to
the middle ages this literary timeline gallops from mesopotamian pictograms and julius caesar s
commentaries on the gallic to renaissance and baroque masterworks by machiavelli and moli re and
on to modernism along the way it presents the birth of the novel gothic chills thomas paine s rabble
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rousing as well as landmark french and russian authors emerson s essays and the first detective story
by poe victoriana the aesthetic movement utopian literature and naturalism make their appearance
all the way up to today s tom stoppard and tony kushner there s a detailed introduction plus color
coding to show whether a work is poetry fiction non fiction or drama this unique and intriguing study
examines the un s efforts to reinstate haitian president aristide overthrown in a 1991 coup an active
participant malone sheds new light on the roles and motivations of key actors particularly the us
responding to security scholars puzzling dearth of attention to children and childhoods the
contributors to this volume reveal the ways in which they not only are already present in security
discourses but are actually indispensable to them and to the political projects they make possible
from zones of conflict to everyday life contexts in the post industrial global north dominant ideas
about childhood work to regulate the constitution of political subjects whilst variously enabling and
foreclosing a wide range of political possibilities whether on the battlefields of syria in the halls of the
un or the conceptual musings of disciplinary security studies claims about or ostensibly on behalf of
children are ubiquitous recognizing children as engaged political subjects however challenges us to
bring a sustained critical gaze to the discursive and semiotic deployments of children and childhood in
projects not of their making as well as to the ways in which power circulates through and around
them this book was originally published as a special issue of critical studies on security
comprehensive common core curriculum for world history grades 3 5 the alexandria plan is common
core s curriculum tool for the teaching of united states and world history it is a strategic framework
for identifying and using high quality informational texts and narrative nonfiction to meet the
expectations of the common core state standards ccss for english language arts ela while also sharing
essential historical knowledge drawn from the very best state history and civics standards from
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around the country the curriculum is presented in this four volume series common core curriculum
united states history grades k 2 common core curriculum world history grades k 2 common core
curriculum united states history grades 3 5 and common core curriculum world history grades 3 5
features of each book include learning expectations which articulate the key ideas events facts and
figures to be understood by students in a particular grade span suggested anchor texts for each topic
in depth text studies comprised of text dependent questions student responses and assessments
based on a featured anchor text select additional resources concise era summaries that orient both
teachers and students to the historical background the curriculum helps teachers pose questions
about texts covering a wide range of topics this volume common core curriculum world history grades
3 5 introduces upper elementary students to 18 key eras in world history from the discovery of fire to
modern globalization through stories that they will treasure forever shakespeare s plays have never
had a larger audience than they do in our time this wide viewing is complemented by modern
scholarship which has verified and elucidated the plays texts nevertheless shakespeare s plays
continue to be revised in order to find out how and why he has been rewritten ruby cohn examines
modern dramatic offshoots in english french and german surveying drama intended for the serious
theater the author discusses modern versions of shakespeare s plays especially macbeth hamlet king
lear and the tempest although the focus is always on drama contrast is supplied by fiction stemming
from hamlet and essays inspired by king lear the book concludes with an assessment of the influence
of shakespeare on the creative work of shaw brecht and beckett originally published in 1976 the
princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available
previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these
editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable
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paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access
to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by princeton university press
since its founding in 1905 today environmental problems of unprecedented magnitude confront
planet earth the sobering fact is that a whole range of human activities is affecting our global
environment as profoundly as the billions of years of evolution that preceded our tenure on earth the
pressure on vital natural resources in the developing world and elsewhere is intense and the
destruction of tropical forests wildlife habitat and other irreplaceable resources is alarming climate
change ozone depletion loss of genetic diversity and marine pollution are critical global environmental
concerns their cumulative impact threatens to destroy the planet s natural resources the need to
address this situation is urgent more than at any previous moment in history nature and ecological
systems are in human hands dependent on human efforts the earth is an interconnected and
interdependent global ecosystem and change in one part of the system often causes unexpected
change in other parts atmospheric oceanic wetland terrestrial and other ecological systems have a
finite capacity to absorb the environmental degradation caused by human behavior the need for an
environmentally sound sustainable economy to ease this degradation is evident and urgent policies
designed to stimulate economic development by foregoing pollution controls both destroy the long
term economy and ravage the environment over the years we have sometimes drawn artificial
distinctions between the health of individuals and the health of ecosystems but in the real world those
distinctions do not exist from historic sites and charming villages to world class dining michael ream
provides a set of travel itineraries for exploring all aspects of the state bordered on the east by
picturesque bluffs overlooking the mississippi river and to the west by the loess hills stretched out
along the missouri river you ll find tucked among the swaths of corn a slower pace of life from historic
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sites and charming villages to world class dining michael ream provides a set of travel itineraries for
exploring all aspects of the state more than 100 full color photos bring these varied venues to life the
fall of the berlin wall in 1989 ushered in a tumultuous period for russia and ukraine the soviet union
broke apart communism was exposed as morally bankrupt and russian leaders turned to the west for
help in an astonishing development mikhail gorbachev and boris yeltsin invited a group of american
evangelicals to give advice on restoring morality to russia the nation was moving toward democratic
and religious freedoms until one decade later vladimir putin abruptly reversed course he labeled most
religious organizations as foreign agents and set in motion an aggressive plan to restore the pride of
the russian world putin s alliance with the russian orthodox church and his hostility to true democracy
led to the brutal invasion of ukraine which had opted for freedom and democracy other books have
analyzed the economic and social dynamics in russia and ukraine after 1991 this one chronicles a
previously untold story the role religion played in the dissolution of the soviet union the rise of a
newly autocratic russia and the emergence of democracy in ukraine what lay behind the radically
different paths chosen by two former soviet republics here are fifty concise entertaining histories on a
broad eclectic range of ideas borders feminism global issues migration world trade commodities
bananas jeans regions africa ireland and institutions corporations the world bank lucid and irreverent
brief histories of almost anything challenges common perceptions associated with the subjects by
going behind the facts each history has been selected from the new internationalist magazine a
leading authority on alternative history and best international coverage winner in the utne reader
independent press awards edited by chris brazier author of the best selling no nonsense guide to
world history restrictions on academic freedom persecution and armed conflict have forced many
scholars into exile so far the professional trajectories of these scholars and their contributions to
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knowledge exchange have not been studied comprehensively the contributors to this volume address
the situations and networks of scholars in exile the challenges they face in their host countries and
the opportunities they use these issues are highly relevant to discussions about the moral economies
of higher education institutions and support programs although the contributions largely focus on
germany as a host country they also offer telling examples of forced mobility in the global south
including both contemporary and historical perspectives examines the life and times of john f
kennedy placing this president within his historical and cultural context while at the same time
focusing on the major events that occurred during each his administration around the world in the
twentieth century political violence in emerging states gave rise to different kinds of silence within
their societies this book explores the histories of these silences how they were made maintained
evaded and transformed this book gives a comprehensive view of the ongoing evolutions and multiple
faces of silence as a common strand in the struggles of state building it begins with chapters that
examine the construction of regimes of silence as an act of power and it continues through
explorations of the ambiguous limits of speech within communities marked by this violence it
highlights national and transnational attempts to combat state silences before concluding with a
series of considerations of how these regimes of silence continue to be extrapolated in the gaps of
records and written history this volume explores histories of the composed silences of political
violence across the emerging states of the late twentieth century not solely as a present concern of
aftermath or retrospection but as a diachronic social and political dimension of violence itself this
book makes a major original contribution to international history as well as to the study of political
terror human rights violations social recovery and historical memory the book is a lucid and fast
paced overview of the republican party from its beginnings in the 1850s through the 1994
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congressional elections which saw the democratic domination of the house and senate come to an
abrupt end acclaimed historian rick perlstein chronicles the rise of the conservative movement in the
liberal 1960s at the heart of the story is barry goldwater the renegade republican from arizona who
loathed federal government despised liberals and mocked peaceful coexistence with the ussr
perlstein s narrative shines a light on a whole world of conservatives and their antagonists including
william f buckley nelson rockefeller and bill moyers vividly written before the storm is an essential
book about the 1960s



The Real History of the Cold War
2009

reveals the intriguing suspenseful true story behind the globe spanning battle of wills between the us
and the soviet union after the fall of nazi germany

Cold War II
2020-11-24

contributions by thomas j cobb donna a gessell helena goscilo cyndy hendershot christian jimenez
david larocca lori maguire tatiana prorokova konrad ian scott vesta silva lucian tion dan ward and jon
wiebel in recent years hollywood cinema has forwarded a growing number of images of the cold war
and entertained a return to memories of conflicts between the ussr and the us russians and
americans and communism and capitalism cold war ii hollywood s renewed obsession with russia
explores the reasons for this sudden reestablished interest in the cold war essayists examine such
films as guy ritchie s the man from u n c l e steven spielberg s bridge of spies ethan coen and joel
coen s hail caesar david leitch s atomic blonde guillermo del toro s the shape of water ryan coogler s
black panther and francis lawrence s red sparrow among others as well as such television shows as
comrade detective and the americans contributors to this collection interrogate the revival of the cold
war movie genre from multiple angles and examine the issues of patriotism national identity



otherness gender and corruption they consider cinematic aesthetics and the ethics of these
representations they reveal how cold war imagery shapes audiences understanding of the period in
general and of the relationship between the us and russia in particular the authors complicate
traditional definitions of the cold war film and invite readers to discover a new phase in the cold war
movie genre cold war ii

The 1970s Decade in Photos
2010-01-01

describes the important world national and cultural developments of the decade 1970 1979

KS3 History 4th Edition: Technology, War and Independence
1901-Present Day eBook 3
2021-10-07

the new fourth ebook edition of technology war and independence is book 3 of the best selling oxford
ks3 history by aaron wilkes series it covers twentieth century history including the suffragettes first
and second world wars democracy and dictatorship the cold war the end of the british empire
migration changes in medicine and public health and globalization this e textbook introduces the



history content and skills needed to support a coherent knowledge rich curriculum prepares students
for success in key stage 3 history and builds solid foundations for gcse study carefully designed
content and assessments support student progression throughout the textbook series historical
sources and interpretations are presented with clear provenances over to you activities for every
lesson check students knowledge and understanding and are ramped in difficulty to build confidence
step by step guidance on key history skills provides scaffolding to introduce students to the skills
needed for further study literacy focus feature helps improve students essay writing skills and
grammar complete assessment support including quick knowledge quizzes and exam style
assessments this book retains aaron wilkes unique and engaging style shown in recent research to
inspire and motivate young historians technology war and independence kerboodle lessons resources
assessment offers a digital subscription packed full of customisable interactives worksheets
animations and automarked assessments

KS3 History: Technology, War and Independence 1901-
Present Day
2014-07-03

written to match the new 2014 national curriculum with expert support from experienced head of
history aaron wilkes the third editions of this well loved series will hook your students interest in ks3
history whilst helping them prepare for gcse technology war and independence 1901 present day is



the fourth of four new third editions and covers the twentieth century including the great war britain
between the wars the second world war post war britain the end of the british empire global issues
and change over time

The Future of Air Power in the Aftermath of the Gulf War
1992

this collection of essays reflects the proceedings of a 1991 conference on the united states air force
aerospace challenges and missions in the 1990s sponsored by the usaf and tufts university the 20
contributors comment on the pivotal role of airpower in the war with iraq and address issues and
choices facing the usaf such as the factors that are reshaping strategies and missions the future role
and structure of airpower as an element of us power projection and the aerospace industry s views on
what the air force of the future will set as its acquisition priorities and strategies the authors agree
that aerospace forces will be an essential and formidable tool in us security policies into the next
century the contributors include academics high level military leaders government officials journalists
and top executives from aerospace and defense contractors

Encyclopedia of the American Presidency
2009



praise for the print edition entries are well written an excellent addition

The Right Stuff
2019-07-25

this study places the right stuff in the historical context of the political history of the space race it
explores director philip kaufman s subversive adventurism his mastery of cinematic form and the way
in which the film combines the mythology of the western with counter cultural concerns

Facing the Bear
2019-10-08

the author of culloden explores scotland s history during the cold war between the end of the second
world war and the collapse of communism confrontation with the soviet union was an everyday reality
as part of nato s response scotland played a key role in the alliance s forward maritime defense
strategy aimed at containing the soviet threat from naval and air forces during this period 10 percent
of the uk s naval and air forces were based in scotland and there was a substantial u s presence as
well as top secret satellite and command stations in facing the bear trevor royle paints a fascinating
portrait of this extraordinary period examining not just the wider military and political contexts but
also showing how the defense industry brought huge economic benefits how cnd maintained a high



profile presence and how anti nuclear sentiments underpinned much of the left s thinking in scotland
and contributed to the hegemony enjoyed by the labour party in scotland during the cold war praise
for facing the bear engrossing like a military commander at the top of his game royle marshals his
material to maximum effect to show how scotland has been shaped by and also helped shape the
cold war he ranges far and wide and has that rare talent to marry the local with the geopolitical but
this is not simply a story of military hardware and confrontation royle is very interesting on how the
cold war influenced our cultural life from the novel to poetry and the protest song barclay mcbain the
herald uk

Social History of the United States [10 volumes]
2008-10-23

this ten volume encyclopedia explores the social history of 20th century america in rich authoritative
detail decade by decade through the eyes of its everyday citizens social history of the united states is
a cornerstone reference that tells the story of 20th century america examining the interplay of
policies events and everyday life in each decade of the 1900s with unmatched authority clarity and
insight spanning ten volumes and featuring the work of some of the foremost social historians
working today social history of the united states bridges the gap between 20th century history as it
played out on the grand stage and history as it affected and was affected by citizens at the grassroots
level covering each decade in a separate volume this exhaustive work draws on the most compelling
scholarship to identify important themes and institutions explore daily life and working conditions



across the economic spectrum and examine all aspects of the american experience from a citizen s
eye view casting the spotlight on those whom history often leaves in the dark social history of the
united states is an essential addition to any library collection

The Power of Power Politics
1998

in this new and much expanded edition of his classic study john vasquez examines the power of the
power politics perspective to dominate inquiry and evaluates its ability to provide accurate
explanations of the fundamental forces underlying world politics

The Indonesian Genocide of 1965
2018-03-09

this collection of essays by indonesian and foreign contributors offers new and highly original
analyses of the mass violence in indonesia which began in 1965 and its aftermath fifty years on from
one the largest genocides of the twentieth century they probe the causes dynamics and legacies of
this violence through the use of a wide range of sources and different scholarly lenses chapter 12 of
this book is available open access under a cc by 4 0 license at link springer com



World Politics
2018-06-04

with a framework based on interests interactions and institutions world politics gives students the
tools to understand international relations in the thoroughly updated fourth edition new controversy
units provide models for applying the concepts in each chapter to real world issues and events new
inquizitive activities created and tested by instructors who teach with world politics then invite
students to practice applying the analytical tools from the text to alternative examples and cases

World Politics: Interests, Interactions, Institutions
2015-11-17

why are there wars why do countries struggle to cooperate to prevent genocides or to protect the
environment why are some countries rich while others are poor organised around the puzzles that
draw scholars and students alike to the study of international relations world politics gives students
the tools they need to think analytically about the field s most compelling questions



Professional Journal of the United States Army
1990

first published in 1976 george h nash s celebrated history of the postwar conservative intellectual
movement has become the unquestioned standard in the field this new edition published in
commemoration of the book s thirtieth anniversary includes a new preface and conclusion by the
author and will continue to instruct anyone interested in how today s conservative movement was
born

The Conservative Intellectual Movement in America Since
1945
2023-03-28

this acclaimed book examines germany s external relations with four former enemies france israel
poland and the czech republic as it achieved international rehabilitation after the holocaust blending
and balancing moral imperatives with pragmatic interests germany emerges as a model for how the
bitterest of enemies can reconcile



Germany's Foreign Policy of Reconciliation
2014

crimes by the capitalist state systematically examines a broad spectrum of state criminality including
state terrorism torture and murder drug smuggling and arms trafficking espionage and surveillance
and violations of internationally established human rights while exploring crimes by the state from
both a national and international perspective this book also reflects the latest scholarship in
comparative political and social science especially as these relate to current developments in the
political economy the study of crimes by the powerful and theories on state and social control this
book stresses the importance of studying crimes by the state as a prerequisite for peacemaking
worldwide for example state crimes such as the iran contra affair or the apartheid policies of south
africa should become the subject matter of criminologists and lay persons alike the collective
evidence gathered here demonstrates that state criminality is primarily an organizational and
structural phenomenon and only secondarily an individual phenomenon whether committed for
ideological reasons or for personal profit

Crimes by the Capitalist State
1991-07-03

blessed by a booming economy the united states experienced the benefits of technology in the 1950s



with television and the automobile transforming the way people lived and the space race offering new
challenges at the same time the nation faced domestic divisions and international crises that would
have far reaching historical and political consequences the 1950s evoke images of prosperity
suburbia a smiling president eisenhower cars with elaborate tail fins elvis presley marilyn monroe and
the golden age of television seemingly a simpler time in which the idealized family life of situation
comedies had at least some basis in reality a closer examination however recalls more threatening
images the hysteria of mccarthyism the shadow of the atomic bomb war in korea the soviet threat
manifested in the launch of sputnik and the bombast of nikita khrushchev and a clash over the
integration of public buses in montgomery alabama and a high school in little rock arkansas andrew j
dunar successfully shows how the issues confronting america in the late twentieth century have roots
in the fifties some apparent at the time others only in retrospect civil rights environmentalism the
counterculture and movements on behalf of women latinos and native americans the rise of the beats
the continuing development of jazz the emergence of rock n roll and the art of jackson pollock reveal
the decade to be less conformist than commonly portrayed while the cold war rivalry with the soviet
union generated the most concern dunar skillfully illustrates how the rise of nasser in egypt castro in
cuba and communist regimes in north korea vietnam and china signaled new regional challenges to
american power this book will be ideal for instructors of american history survey courses at the high
school and undergraduate levels



Military Review
1990

uses statistical tables charts photographs maps and illustrations to explore everyday life in the united
states during the cold war period

Review of Current Military Literature
1990

this is a book on how to think strategically about foreign policy focusing on american foreign policy
this book discusses the national interest as a concept in strategic logic and describes how to select
objectives that will take advantage of opportunities to promote interests while protecting them
against threats it also discusses national power and influence as well as the political informational
economic and military instruments of state power based on a graphic model that illustrates strategic
logic the book uses examples from recent american statecraft it ends with an extended critique of
american foreign policy and a detailed outline of an alternative strategy that is better suited to the
problems of the 21st century



America in the Fifties
2006-11-07

finalist for the 2009 national book critics circle award in criticism from agee to astaire steinbeck to
ellington the creative energies of the depression against a backdrop of poverty and economic disaster
only yesterday the great depression seemed like a bad memory receding into the hazy distance with
little relevance to our own flush times economists assured us that the calamities that befell our
grandparents could not happen again yet the recent economic meltdown has once again riveted the
world s attention on the 1930s now in this timely and long awaited cultural history morris dickstein
whom norman mailer called one of our best and most distinguished critics of american literature
explores the anxiety and hope the despair and surprising optimism of a traumatized nation dickstein s
fascination springs from his own childhood from a father who feared a pink slip every friday and from
his own love of the more exuberant side of the era zany screwball comedies witty musicals and the
lubricious choreography of busby berkeley whether analyzing the influence of film design literature
theater or music dickstein lyrically demonstrates how the arts were then so integral to the fabric of
american society while any lover of american literature knows fitzgerald and steinbeck dickstein also
reclaims the lives of other novelists whose work offers enduring insights nathanael west saw los
angeles as a vast dream dump a sargasso sea of tawdry longing that exposed the pinched and
disappointed lives of ordinary people while erskine caldwell his books tobacco road and god s little
acre festooned with lurid covers provided the most graphic portrayal of rural destitution in the 1930s
dickstein also immerses us in the visions of zora neale hurston and henry roth only later recognized



for their literary masterpieces just as dickstein radically transforms our understanding of depression
literature he explodes the prevailing myths that 1930s musicals and movies were merely escapist
whether describing the undertone of sadness that lurks just below the surface of cole porter s bubbly
world or stressing the darker side of capra s wildly popular films he shows how they delivered a
catharsis of pain and an evangel of hope dickstein suggests that the tragic and comic worlds of
broadway and hollywood preserved a radiance and energy that became a bastion against social
suffering dancing in the dark describes how fdr s administration recognized the critical role that the
arts could play in enabling the helpless to become hopeful the victims to become agents along with
the wpa the photography unit of the fsa represented a historic partnership between government and
art and the photographers among them walker evans and dorothea lange created the defining look of
the period the symbolic end to this cultural flowering came finally with the new york world s fair of
1939 40 a collective event that presented a vision of the future as a utopia of streamlined modernity
and at long last consumer abundance retrieving the stories of an entire generation of performers and
writers dancing in the dark shows how a rich panoramic culture both exposed and helped alleviate the
national trauma this luminous work is a monumental study of one of america s most remarkable
artistic periods

The Drug Problem in Sioux City--a Multistate Approach to
Drug Control
1990



between two fires is about the transnational movement of poetry during the cold war beginning in the
1950s it examines transnational engagements across the iron curtain reassessing us poetry through a
consideration of overlooked radical poets of the mid century and then asking what such transactions
tell us about the way that anglophone culture absorbed new models during this period the cold war
synchronized culture across the globe leading to similar themes forms and critical maneuvers poetry
a discourse routinely figured as distant from political concerns was profoundly affected by the
ideological pressures of the period but beyond such mirroring there were many movements across
the iron curtain despite the barriers of cultural and language difference state security surveillance
spies traitors and translators justin quinn shows how such factors are integral to transnational cultural
movements during this period and have influenced even postwar anglophone poetry that is
thematically distant from the cold war for the purposes of the study czech poetry its writers its
translators its critics stands on the other side of the iron curtain as receptor and which has been
overlooked part creator of the anglophone tradition in this period by stepping outside the frameworks
by which anglophone poetry is usually considered we see figures such as robert lowell derek walcott
allen ginsberg and seamus heaney in a new way with respect to the ideological mechanisms that
were at work behind the promotion of the aesthetic as a category independent of political
considerations foremost among these postcolonial theory

Cold War America, 1946 To 1990
2014-05-14



professors students and anyone who loves to read will want this fascinating and attractive volume
beginning with great works from antiquity to the middle ages this literary timeline gallops from
mesopotamian pictograms and julius caesar s commentaries on the gallic to renaissance and baroque
masterworks by machiavelli and moli re and on to modernism along the way it presents the birth of
the novel gothic chills thomas paine s rabble rousing as well as landmark french and russian authors
emerson s essays and the first detective story by poe victoriana the aesthetic movement utopian
literature and naturalism make their appearance all the way up to today s tom stoppard and tony
kushner there s a detailed introduction plus color coding to show whether a work is poetry fiction non
fiction or drama

Foreign Affairs Strategy
2007-07-16

this unique and intriguing study examines the un s efforts to reinstate haitian president aristide
overthrown in a 1991 coup an active participant malone sheds new light on the roles and motivations
of key actors particularly the us

Dancing in the Dark: A Cultural History of the Great



Depression
2009-09-14

responding to security scholars puzzling dearth of attention to children and childhoods the
contributors to this volume reveal the ways in which they not only are already present in security
discourses but are actually indispensable to them and to the political projects they make possible
from zones of conflict to everyday life contexts in the post industrial global north dominant ideas
about childhood work to regulate the constitution of political subjects whilst variously enabling and
foreclosing a wide range of political possibilities whether on the battlefields of syria in the halls of the
un or the conceptual musings of disciplinary security studies claims about or ostensibly on behalf of
children are ubiquitous recognizing children as engaged political subjects however challenges us to
bring a sustained critical gaze to the discursive and semiotic deployments of children and childhood in
projects not of their making as well as to the ways in which power circulates through and around
them this book was originally published as a special issue of critical studies on security

Between Two Fires
2015-09-10

comprehensive common core curriculum for world history grades 3 5 the alexandria plan is common
core s curriculum tool for the teaching of united states and world history it is a strategic framework



for identifying and using high quality informational texts and narrative nonfiction to meet the
expectations of the common core state standards ccss for english language arts ela while also sharing
essential historical knowledge drawn from the very best state history and civics standards from
around the country the curriculum is presented in this four volume series common core curriculum
united states history grades k 2 common core curriculum world history grades k 2 common core
curriculum united states history grades 3 5 and common core curriculum world history grades 3 5
features of each book include learning expectations which articulate the key ideas events facts and
figures to be understood by students in a particular grade span suggested anchor texts for each topic
in depth text studies comprised of text dependent questions student responses and assessments
based on a featured anchor text select additional resources concise era summaries that orient both
teachers and students to the historical background the curriculum helps teachers pose questions
about texts covering a wide range of topics this volume common core curriculum world history grades
3 5 introduces upper elementary students to 18 key eras in world history from the discovery of fire to
modern globalization through stories that they will treasure forever

The Illustrated Timeline of Western Literature
2007

shakespeare s plays have never had a larger audience than they do in our time this wide viewing is
complemented by modern scholarship which has verified and elucidated the plays texts nevertheless
shakespeare s plays continue to be revised in order to find out how and why he has been rewritten



ruby cohn examines modern dramatic offshoots in english french and german surveying drama
intended for the serious theater the author discusses modern versions of shakespeare s plays
especially macbeth hamlet king lear and the tempest although the focus is always on drama contrast
is supplied by fiction stemming from hamlet and essays inspired by king lear the book concludes with
an assessment of the influence of shakespeare on the creative work of shaw brecht and beckett
originally published in 1976 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology
to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton
university press these editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting
them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly
increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by princeton
university press since its founding in 1905

Decision-making in the UN Security Council
1998

today environmental problems of unprecedented magnitude confront planet earth the sobering fact is
that a whole range of human activities is affecting our global environment as profoundly as the
billions of years of evolution that preceded our tenure on earth the pressure on vital natural resources
in the developing world and elsewhere is intense and the destruction of tropical forests wildlife habitat
and other irreplaceable resources is alarming climate change ozone depletion loss of genetic diversity
and marine pollution are critical global environmental concerns their cumulative impact threatens to



destroy the planet s natural resources the need to address this situation is urgent more than at any
previous moment in history nature and ecological systems are in human hands dependent on human
efforts the earth is an interconnected and interdependent global ecosystem and change in one part of
the system often causes unexpected change in other parts atmospheric oceanic wetland terrestrial
and other ecological systems have a finite capacity to absorb the environmental degradation caused
by human behavior the need for an environmentally sound sustainable economy to ease this
degradation is evident and urgent policies designed to stimulate economic development by foregoing
pollution controls both destroy the long term economy and ravage the environment over the years we
have sometimes drawn artificial distinctions between the health of individuals and the health of
ecosystems but in the real world those distinctions do not exist

Childhood and the Production of Security
2018-02-02

from historic sites and charming villages to world class dining michael ream provides a set of travel
itineraries for exploring all aspects of the state bordered on the east by picturesque bluffs overlooking
the mississippi river and to the west by the loess hills stretched out along the missouri river you ll find
tucked among the swaths of corn a slower pace of life from historic sites and charming villages to
world class dining michael ream provides a set of travel itineraries for exploring all aspects of the
state more than 100 full color photos bring these varied venues to life



Common Core Curriculum: World History, Grades 3-5
2014-03-10

the fall of the berlin wall in 1989 ushered in a tumultuous period for russia and ukraine the soviet
union broke apart communism was exposed as morally bankrupt and russian leaders turned to the
west for help in an astonishing development mikhail gorbachev and boris yeltsin invited a group of
american evangelicals to give advice on restoring morality to russia the nation was moving toward
democratic and religious freedoms until one decade later vladimir putin abruptly reversed course he
labeled most religious organizations as foreign agents and set in motion an aggressive plan to restore
the pride of the russian world putin s alliance with the russian orthodox church and his hostility to true
democracy led to the brutal invasion of ukraine which had opted for freedom and democracy other
books have analyzed the economic and social dynamics in russia and ukraine after 1991 this one
chronicles a previously untold story the role religion played in the dissolution of the soviet union the
rise of a newly autocratic russia and the emergence of democracy in ukraine what lay behind the
radically different paths chosen by two former soviet republics

Modern Shakespeare Offshoots
2015-03-08

here are fifty concise entertaining histories on a broad eclectic range of ideas borders feminism global



issues migration world trade commodities bananas jeans regions africa ireland and institutions
corporations the world bank lucid and irreverent brief histories of almost anything challenges common
perceptions associated with the subjects by going behind the facts each history has been selected
from the new internationalist magazine a leading authority on alternative history and best
international coverage winner in the utne reader independent press awards edited by chris brazier
author of the best selling no nonsense guide to world history

Ecological Indicators
2012-12-06

restrictions on academic freedom persecution and armed conflict have forced many scholars into
exile so far the professional trajectories of these scholars and their contributions to knowledge
exchange have not been studied comprehensively the contributors to this volume address the
situations and networks of scholars in exile the challenges they face in their host countries and the
opportunities they use these issues are highly relevant to discussions about the moral economies of
higher education institutions and support programs although the contributions largely focus on
germany as a host country they also offer telling examples of forced mobility in the global south
including both contemporary and historical perspectives



Backroads & Byways of Iowa: Drives, Day Trips and
Weekend Excursions (Backroads & Byways)
2012-06-04

examines the life and times of john f kennedy placing this president within his historical and cultural
context while at the same time focusing on the major events that occurred during each his
administration

What Went Wrong?
2024-02-02

around the world in the twentieth century political violence in emerging states gave rise to different
kinds of silence within their societies this book explores the histories of these silences how they were
made maintained evaded and transformed this book gives a comprehensive view of the ongoing
evolutions and multiple faces of silence as a common strand in the struggles of state building it
begins with chapters that examine the construction of regimes of silence as an act of power and it
continues through explorations of the ambiguous limits of speech within communities marked by this
violence it highlights national and transnational attempts to combat state silences before concluding
with a series of considerations of how these regimes of silence continue to be extrapolated in the



gaps of records and written history this volume explores histories of the composed silences of political
violence across the emerging states of the late twentieth century not solely as a present concern of
aftermath or retrospection but as a diachronic social and political dimension of violence itself this
book makes a major original contribution to international history as well as to the study of political
terror human rights violations social recovery and historical memory

Brief Histories of Almost Anything
2008-11-01

the book is a lucid and fast paced overview of the republican party from its beginnings in the 1850s
through the 1994 congressional elections which saw the democratic domination of the house and
senate come to an abrupt end

Academics in Exile
2022-06-30

acclaimed historian rick perlstein chronicles the rise of the conservative movement in the liberal
1960s at the heart of the story is barry goldwater the renegade republican from arizona who loathed
federal government despised liberals and mocked peaceful coexistence with the ussr perlstein s
narrative shines a light on a whole world of conservatives and their antagonists including william f



buckley nelson rockefeller and bill moyers vividly written before the storm is an essential book about
the 1960s

John F. Kennedy
2010

Truth, Silence and Violence in Emerging States
2018-10-31

The Republicans
1996

Before the Storm
2009-03-17
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